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Eagle population soars in Tennessee
Activist says work not complete
Associated Press

PIGEON FORGE - The American bald eagle is soaring again in Tennessee thanks to state and citizen-led restoration
efforts, but the work isn't done, activist Al Cecere says.

"The bald eagle is coming off the threatened species list, but that doesn't mean it has fully recovered and won't continue an
uphill fight for survival," said Cecere, founder of the American Eagle Foundation based at Dolly Parton's Dollywood
theme park.

Cecere and the center's free-flying eagle Challenger joined Interior Secretary Dirk Kempthorne in Washington on
Thursday to announce that the national symbol, once nearly wiped out by hunters and DDT poisoning, will no longer
require protection under the Endangered Species Act.

Bald eagles today are found in every one of the lower 48 states and the District of Columbia. The Center for Biological
Diversity reported this week there are about 11,040 pairs of eagles now in the continental United States, up from just 417
pairs in 1963.

Nowhere has the gain from rescued eagles been greater than in Tennessee, where more than 300 captive-bred and
translocated eaglets have been released since the early 1980s _ more than any other state.

Only one pair of eagles was recorded in Tennessee in 1983. Today, there are about 115 pairs, the center said.

In addition, Tennessee's reintroduction program has aided recovery in neighboring Kentucky, which lacked its own
reintroduction program. Nineteen successful nests in Kentucky in 2000 all were within 75 miles of release sites in
Tennessee.

And the work continues. Cecere's group recently received six eagles hatched at the San Francisco Zoo that are slated to be
released into the wild.

"The bald eagle is flourishing in Tennessee," said Kieran Suckling, policy director for the Center for Biological
Diversity. "We see playing out in each and every state one of the world's great conservation success stories."

But Cecere still worries about the bird's future. His organization continues to press ahead with fund-raising activities for
education programs and habitat protection programs.

"In an era of government budget-cutting, it will cost millions of dollars to monitor and protect eagle nests and adjacent
ecosystems on private lands nationally for the remainder of the decade and beyond," he said.


